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ABSTRACT

Users of media broadcasting services generally experi-

ence different grades of overall performance because of the

non-uniform conditions of their channels. In order to pro-

vide all users equally satisfactory performance, we propose

a new performance criterion named “minimax disappoint-

ment” (MD), based on layered service levels and the basic

principle of joint source-channel coding [1]. This criterion

minimizes for all users the maximum value of performance

degradation between the received performance and the ex-

pected optimal performance, given each user’s individual

channel situation. In support of this criterion, we develop

four broadcasting systems and a gradient-based optimiza-

tion scheme. Our systems achieve near-maximal perfor-

mance for multiple user classes. 1

1This work has largely been supported by the U.S National Science

1. INTRODUCTION

In a broadcasting situation, the central broadcasting station

transmits the same set of signals to all users of its service

without regard to their individual connection to the station.

Received performance for different users may vary because

of different channel qualities. A typical example would be a

simple wireless broadcasting scenario, where users are scat-

tered in a pattern of co-centered circles of different radii

(shown in Figure 1); depending on their respective distances

to the station and other factors such as geographical envi-

ronment, structure density, local weather and electromag-

netic noise activity, etc. users can be categorized into differ-

ent classes which observe different channel signal-to-noise

ratios (SNR) and fading pro£les. In general, the farther

Foundation through grant no. MIP-9707742 and the Motorola Center for
Communications at the University of Illinois.
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Fig. 1. A simpli£ed wireless broadcasting scenario

away the user is from the station, the worse the transmis-

sion quality because of signal energy decay over distance.

In view of the above situation, it is considered good

practice to de£ne multiple user classes and provide layered

levels of service. In other words, the broadcast signal is di-

vided into multiple successively re£nable layers; each class

of users can then receive a maximum number of layers within

its ability and obtain a satisfactory performance. It has been

shown that layered service indeed provides performance in-

crease for all users.

However, even with layered service and the performance

increase it introduces, the problem of unequal performance

for different users still exists, if somewhat alleviated. How

to effectively and meaningfully evaluate the performance

of the overall broadcasting system, given different classes

of users, has been a major concern in the development of

broadcasting schemes. Traditionally people have developed

heuristic and intuitive measures such as averaging the indi-

vidual performance over all users, using weighted averaging

schemes, or simply designing for the worst-case user. They

either penalize certain class(es) of users, or are too ad-hoc

to retain much theoretical signi£cance.

We believe that a desirable and practical broadcast per-

formance criterion should possess the following properties:

• Fairness to all users: no class of users should be pe-

nalized more than the other classes; for example, greater

geographical distance from the broadcasting station is

not a legitimate reason for heavier penalty in terms of

performance.

• Individual consideration: although no class of users

should be unfairly treated, the fact that people do an-

ticipate different service quality under different situa-

tions should also be taken into consideration (assum-

ing the users are reasonably informed). For example,

those users far away from the station would naturally

expect the transmission quality to be somewhat infe-

rior to that of the users next to the station. Thus, our

objective is to offer different classes of users the same

level of relative satisfaction / disappointment, rather

than exactly or approximately the same service qual-

ity.

• Theoretical tractability: we should be able to obtain

the solution to the optimization problem based on the

performance measure using established optimization

methods, and the performance measure itself should

have some theoretical signi£cance.



Based on the observations above, in analogy to the min-

imax regret criterion in decision theory [2], we propose a

new performance measure named “minimax disappointment”,

which can be explained by Figure 2 and the following for-

mula:

P = max
i∈I

(Pi − pi) (1)

I = { i | Pmin ≤ pi ≤ Pmax, i ∈ 1, . . . , N} (2)

where N is the number of user classes, Pi is the ith user’s

expected best performance (Here performance is de£ned us-

ing any suitable metric, later we explain how this Pi is ob-

tained using the joint source-channel matching principle),

and pi is its actually received performance (intuitively, for

most users Pi > pi because we have to trade off perfor-

mance between users. Equality can be achieved under cer-

tain circumstances but usually does not lead to the optimal

con£guration.). Pmin and Pmax are the upper and lower

bounds for pi; performances smaller than Pmin are con-

sidered unacceptable and performances greater than Pmax

are deemed perfect; those users whose performances satisfy

these two inequality conditions form I , the valid user set.

We de£ne Pi − pi as the i-th user’s disappointment and

our objective is to minimize the maximum performance degra-

dation for all users in set I; in other words; all users in this

set will be “disappointed” to a certain extent because they

cannot receive their expected optimal performance, and the

Pmin

Pmax

Poptimal

Preceived

Disappointment

Performance

User Index2 3 4 5 61

Valid User Set I

Fig. 2. The Minimax Disappointment Criterion

maximum value of their ”disappointment”, P , is the pro-

posed performance measure: the smaller P is, the better the

performance. We introduce the valid user set I to prevent

users with extremely bad channels from having parasitic ef-

fects on the entire system, and avoid wasting resources on

users whose received performances are already so good that

any extra gain would not introduce perceptible effects. In

this paper we make the assumption that the set I is pre-

determined before system optimization.

This performance measure does not penalize any class

of users, and it is reasonable and fair because all users in

set I know that everybody else is equally as satis£ed / dis-

appointed as they are. It is theoretically tractable because

optimizing the performance simply falls into the Minimax

Optimization framework.

The minimax disappointment criterion can be extended

to minimax relative disapppointment criterion (de£ned be-



low):

P = max
i∈I

(

Pi − pi
Pi

)

This criterion optionally scales each user’s disappointment

by its optimal expectation Pi. It re¤ects the fact that the

user’s perceived video quality is not proportional to the trans-

mission system’s performance: users who have extremely

good performance might be willing to accept a relatively

larger performance degradation since it will not signi£cantly

affect their perceived service quality; while users who have

mediocre or bad performance already might be reluctant to

accept any further performance degradation. Since this is

simply a scaling operation, everything we describe in the

following sections still applies.

In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to the joint

source-channel coding principle and the various source /

channel coders we use in our simulation; in Section 3 we

describe the simulation systems (we base our simulations on

video broadcasting but the results can be extended to other

types of broadcast media), their underlying mathematical

descriptions, and our optimization algorithms; in Section 4

we elaborate on the performance and optimality of our al-

gorithms; in Section 5 we present our simulation results in

support of our minimax disappointment criterion; and £-

nally in Section 6 we conclude our paper.

2. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

In this section we brie¤y introduce the readers to the idea

of joint source-channel coding and certain source / channel

coders such as Motion-SPIHT, 3D-SPIHT, RCPC, etc.

2.1. Joint Source-Channel Coding

Although the joint source-channel coding theorem of Shan-

non [3] implies that source coding and channel coding can

be treated separately without any loss of overall performance,

this separability holds only if the communication is point-

to-point and allows in£nite codeword length, which is not

realistic in a practical environment with £nite delay or a

channel with multi-path fading. Joint source-channel cod-

ing takes advantage of this unsatis£ed prerequisite to achieve

performance gain and a certain level of error resilience.

The advantages of JSCC for image and video transmis-

sion have been extensively studied; here we present an in-

complete list of previous research: Davis and Danskin [4]

described a joint source-channel allocation scheme for trans-

mitting images losslessly over block erasure channels such

as the Internet; Ramchandran et al. [5] studied multireso-

lution coding and transmission in a broadcasting scenario;

Azami et al. [6] acquired performance bounds for joint source-

channel coding of uniform memoryless sources using bi-

nary decomposition; Belzer et al. [7] developed a joint source-

channel image coding method using trellis-coded quantiza-

tion and convolutional codes; Sherwood and Zeger [8] in-
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vestigated unequal error protection for the binary symmet-

ric channel; Man et al. [9] examined unequal error protec-

tion and source quantization; Lu, Nosratinia and Aazhang

developed a closed-form solution for progressive source-

channel coding of images over bursty error channels [10];

Fossorier, Xiong, Cheng and Zeger studied joint source-

channel image/video coding for a power-constrained noisy

channel [11] [?]; Bystrom and Modestino investigated com-

bined source-channel coding for video transmission over a

slow-fading Rician channel [12]; Lan and Tew£k studied

power-optimized mode selection for H.263 video coding in

wireless communication [13], and Zheng and Liu used a

subband modulation approach to transmit image and video

over wireless channels [14]. A general method that can be

applied to most source and channel coders can be found in

[15] and [16].

Source coding, in most cases (except for lossless coders),

is a trade-off between encoding rate and decoding distortion
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(the rate-distortion curve for an H.263 encoder is shown

in Figure 2.1). Thus, it is in our best interest to send the

source information at the highest rate possible. However,

to increase compression performance, most current video

source coders assume perfect channels and proli£cally use

data types such as marker bytes, which are sensitive to chan-

nel errors. To reduce the impact of channel errors, chan-

nel coding is needed (the performance of an RCPC coder

is shown in Figure 2.1). There is a fundamental trade-off

between source and channel coders because they both re-

quire system resources. Furthermore, most existing chan-

nel coders are designed for a speci£c channel and target bit

error rate without explicit regard for the source coder char-

acteristics, such as the importance of the bits being trans-

mitted; a better collaboration between source and channel

is bene£cial. Figure 2.1 shows the performance comparison

of a JSCC-system and non-JSCC systems: while the non-

JSCC systems all fail at certain ranges of the channel SNR,

the JSCC system performs well across the entire SNR range

by intelligently allocating system resources and achieves the

optimal performance.

Based on the previous reasoning, we make the following

observation:

Conjecture 1 The expected optimal performance, P , for a

certain user with regard to a speci£c JSCC-capable trans-

mission system can be obtained by applying the JSCC prin-

ciple on this system toward this particular user.

2.2. Progressive Property and Video Source Coders

The objective of video source coding is to remove redun-

dancies in the bitstream in the most ef£cient fashion. To

achieve this, various advanced techniques such as motion-

compensation are usually used. However, these techniques

also introduce sensitive data types such as start codes and

marker bytes, the corruption of which could lead to disas-

trous results. Their existence also renders layered service

dif£cult.

Layered service usually means the application of un-

equal protection (UEP) to different sections of the source bit

stream, which requires a layered source encoder. In other

words, the source encoder should produce bits prioritized

according to their relative importance. Thus, we can ap-

ply unequal protection in such a fashion that all users can

receive at least a coarse version of the original, and when

users’ channel situations improve, the extra bits they receive

re£ne the coarse version for better quality.

The progressive property also simpli£es the JSCC sys-

tem to a great extent. With a non-progressive coder, raw

video frames must be kept in memory until the JSCC sys-

tem provides the source encoder the desired compression

ratio to use; for a strictly progressive coder, we can com-

press the sequence at a reasonable rate, and later use simple

truncation to get any desired rate (assuming all desired rates

are no greater than the initial rate chosen.)

Based on the above reasoning and experimental results,
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we make the following observation:

Conjecture 2 It is necessary to have a (semi)progressive

source encoder to develop a JSCC system with low disap-

pointment (“semi” denotes the situation when the bitstream

is progressive in the spatial dimension but not the temporal

dimension).

Conjecture 2 leads to our choice of two progressive video

source coders used in simulation (we also use a non-progressive

video source coder as comparison). Next we give a brief

discussion of them and how to obtain their respective rate-

distortion curves, by which the video source coders are char-

acterized.

2.2.1. Motion-SPIHT Source Coder

Strictly speaking, Motion-SPIHT is not a high-performance

video encoder, since it simply compresses every individual

frame using the SPIHT image encoder [17] and does not
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Fig. 7. Overall rate-distortion curve for the Football video
sequence encoded using the Motion-SPIHT encoder

take into consideration of the temporal redundancy between

consecutive frames as do MPEG and H.263. However, we

still elect to consider this coder because of its excellent pro-

gressive nature in the spatial dimensions. SPIHT produces

a highly progressive output bit stream that can be truncated

at any location and yet still produces a coarse version of the

original.

It is observed that, when plotted in a log-log scale, R-D

curves for frames in a Motion-SPIHT-coded video sequence

can be approximated by a collection of converging linear

functions (see Figure 6). The R-D function for any par-

ticular frame is thus determined by a single point on the

curve, which is readily available when we perform the ini-

tial source compression. The overall rate-distortion curve

for the Motion-SPIHT encoder is shown in Figure 7.
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2.2.2. 3D-SPIHT Source Coder

3D-SPIHT [18], an extension of the 2D-SPIHT image com-

pression method [17], is another progressive video encoder.

It takes video frame groups of size 16 and compresses them

using the 3D-SPIHT algorithm. The bit stream it produces

is almost-strictly progressive and has a typical rate-distortion

curve as shown in Figure 8.

On Figure 8 the double-dash curve is the original 3D-

SPIHT rate-distortion curve (obtained by encoding at dif-

ferent rates and calculating decoding distortion), the dotted

curve is generated by introducing a byte error in the encoded

3D-SPIHT bitstream and the solid curve is generated by

truncating the encoded 3D-SPIHT bitstream at the error lo-

cation. It can be observed that the latter two curves are very

close to each other, which again demonstrates the excellent

progressive property of the 3D-SPIHT encoder. Either of

these two curves is relatively easy to obtain and can be used
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as an approximation of the 3D-SPIHT rate-distortion curve.

However, since 3D-SPIHT achieves a high compression

ratio by utilizing both the spatial and temporal redundancy

in a video sequence, it gives only mediocre performance

when the video sequence contains a high amount of motion

information (less spatial and temporal redundancy). Thus,

it is most suited for applications such as video-conferencing

and video-phone.

2.2.3. Layered H.263 Source Coder

As a demonstration of the case when the source coder does

not possess the progressive property, we use a layered H.263

video encoder as an example. The H.26x (H.261, H.263,

H.263+) coders are based on advanced motion-compensation

compression techniques and target mostly low-rate applica-

tions such as videoconferencing and videophone, where the

input frames consist of mostly background information and

the amount of motion is limited. It uses sensitive markers



extensively to increase coding ef£ciency, so a random error

can be disastrous. Figure 9 shows the rate-distortion char-

acteristics of an H.263 encoder.

Our layered H.263 encoder encodes the same video se-

quences at different rates and then simply concatenates the

compressed sequences together to form the layered stream.

Each layer is an independent H.263-encoded sequence tar-

geted for a speci£c performance level, typically in a de-

scending order. Upon the reception of the signal, users de-

code the layer which gives least decoding distortion.

We note that this layered H.263 encoder is a highly in-

ef£cient multi-resolution coder, with layers that are totally

independent and cannot enhance each other. Furthermore,

simulation results show that the inef£ciency of retransmit-

ting coarse information at £ne layers renders anything more

than three layers wasteful and impractical. However, the

system is simple and exploits the increased compression ef-

£ciency of the advanced H.263 coder.

2.3. Channel Coders

The joint source-channel coding approach and minimax dis-

appointment criteria do not impose any constraint on the

channel coders. In principle, any channel coder, including

popular coders such as Reed-Solomon, RCPC, and Turbo

Codes, can be used so long as it is possible to modify the

coder’s bit-error-probability behavior. In our simulation we

have opted to use the standard well-performing Rate-Compatible

Punctured Convolutional Codes (RCPC); cases using other

coders are essentially similar.

2.3.1. RCPC Channel Coder

RCPC codes, introduced by Hagenauer [19] [20], extend

traditional convolutional codes by puncturing a low-rate 1/N

code periodically with period P to obtain a family of codes

with rate P/(P + l), where l can be varied between 1 and

(N − 1)P . The rate-compatible restriction on the punctur-

ing tables ensures that all code bits of high-rate codes are

used by the lower-rate codes, thus allowing transmission of

incremental redundancy in ARQ/FEC schemes and contin-

uous rate variation to change from low to high error protec-

tion within a data frame. RCPC codes are good for source-

channel coding because the basic structure of the codec re-

mains the same as the coding rate changes.

Although there is not an analytical expression for error

probability calculation for RCPC codes [21], there exist per-

formance bounds that are relatively tight. A log-af£ne rela-

tionship has also been observed to exist between the block

length and the error probability [10].

2.3.2. Adjusting Bit Transmission Power

We consider another case where we have a power-constrained

transmission system that can adjust the transmission power

down to bitwise granularity. Instead of using a channel

coder, we allocate the total transmission power across the
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Fig. 10. The Channel Encoding Procedure

bitstream. We also make the assumption that the ef£ciency

of the transmission system is a constant.

3. JSCM FRAMEWORK

In this section we explain in detail our four simulation sys-

tems and the underlying mathematical optimization prob-

lems.

3.1. Motion-SPIHT and RCPC: Rate-Constrained

First we consider the case where the channel capacity is lim-

ited. We choose Motion-SPIHT as the source encoder and

RCPC as the channel encoder. The encoding procedure is

illustrated in Figure 10.

1 Raw video frames (indexed by i) are compressed equally

at one-bit-per-pixel and their respective rate-distortion

functions are estimated.

2 Each frame is divided into £xed-size packets, of which

only the £rst Ki will be sent. These Ki packets are

grouped into J packet groups, where J is the number

of available RCPC protection rates. The jth packet

group for frame i contains mij packets, where the

mij are not necessarily equal. The values for Ki,

mij are determined by the system to yield the opti-

mal performance, which, in our case, is the minimax

disappointment for all the users.

3 RCPC protection of rate rj is applied to the packet

group j, which is then broadcast.

The minimax optimization problem can be shown math-

ematically as follows:

Ki =
J
∑

j

mij (3)

si =
J
∑

j

mij rj p (4)

Di,l =

Ki
∑

k=1

[

Pk+1,l

k
∑

n=1

(1− Pn,l)
]

di(k) (5)

D0,l = min
mij

(

∑N
i Di,l

N

)

(6)

P = max
l,mij

(

D0,l −
∑N

i Di,l

N

)

(7)

bi = max(bi−1 + si −R, 0) (8)

bi ≤ bmax, i = 1, 2, . . . , N (9)

whereKi,mij , rj are de£ned as before, p is the £xed packet

size in bytes, si is the total length (source plus protection)

for the ith frame, Di,l is the expected received performance

for the ith frame by the lth user, and di(k) is the quality of

the decoded ith frame if the kth packet is the £rst packet

lost. Pn,l is the transmission failure probability of the nth

packet for the lth user (the mij packets in the jth packet



group would have Pn,l equal to the error probability for user

l when using RCPC protection rate rj), D0,l is the expected

optimal performance for user l, which can be obtained by

solving Equation 6, andN is the size of the video sequence.

P is the maximum of the disappointment, the value we need

to minimize. Note that we solve (6) and (7) as two sepa-

rate optimization problems; the solution of (6) gives usD0,l,

while the solution of (7) gives us the optimal mij and mini-

max disappointment P .

A particular problem related with video transmission,

called rate control [22], must also be addressed. Since video

transmission usually allows only a small, £nite delay, and

the decoder usually has a £nite decoding buffer size and

constant decoding ¤ow, we should avoid buffer over¤ow or

under¤ow. If we use bi to denote the buffer occupancy at the

ith time index and R to denote the constant decode ¤ow, we

should ensure that bi is never greater than bmax, the max-

imum decoding buffer-size. Our optimization becomes a

constrained problem because of this particular requirement

and the total channel capacity constraint.

One way to incorporate the rate-control constraint is to

modify the cost function P by adding a penalty item asso-

ciated with buffer over¤ow:

P ′ = P + C ×
N
∑

i=1

max(0, bi − bmax)

where C is a large constant. When C goes to in£nity, the

non-constrained solution converges to the constrained solu-

tion; in a discrete optimization setting, they will be equal

given C suf£ciently large.

To solve this optimization problem, we initialize the val-

ues for mij with the expectation that they are close to the

optimal values, and employ a gradient-based procedure to

derive the optimal solution. Usually at least 6− 7 iterations

are required for the algorithm to converge, but since broad-

casting parameter optimization is usually done of¤ine, we

can afford the cost.

3.2. 3D-SPIHT and RCPC: Rate Constrained

In this case we substitude the Motion-SPIHT coder in the

previous simulation system with the 3D-SPIHT video en-

coder. The same encoding procedure still applies except

now instead of encoding on a frame basis, we encode and

transmit the entire GOP in one step. We do not have frame-

wise rate-control issues with this transmission scheme; on

the other hand, a total delay of one GOP is introduced.

Similar to the previous case, the minimax optimization

problem can be shown mathematically as follows:



K =

J
∑

j

mj (10)

s =

J
∑

j

mj rj p (11)

Dl =
K
∑

k=1

[

Pk+1,l

k
∑

n=1

(1− Pn,l)
]

d(k) (12)

D0,l = min
mj

Dl (13)

P = max
l,mj

(D0,l −Dl) (14)

the entire 1 bit/pixel encoded 3D-SPIHT bitstream is £rst

divided into packets of sizep, and only the £rst K would

be sent; The K packets would be further divided into J

groups, each containing mj packets; each packet group is

assigned a particular RCPC encoding rate rj ; Pn,l is again

the transmission failure probability of the nth packet for the

lth user; d(k) is the decoding distortion if the kth packet

is the £rst packet lost; Dl is the expected distortion for the

l-th user; D0,l is the expected minimal distortion for the

l-th user; and P is our minimax disappointment. Equation

(13) de£nes the single user JSCC optimization problem, and

Equation (refeqn:md5) de£nes the minimax disappointment

optimization problem for this broadcasting system. They

can be solved using exactly the same technique used in the

previous case.

3.3. Layered-H.263 and RCPC: Rate Constrained

In this case we again consider the situation when we have a

limited channel capacity. We choose layered-H.263 as the

source encoder. The encoding procedure can be described

as follows:

1. Obtain all layers by performing multiple compression

using predetermined layer-speci£c compression pa-

rameters.

2. Apply RCPC protection with different rates to each

layer.

3. Concatenate the encoded sequences together and trans-

mit.

This minimax problem can be mathematically expressed

as follows:

N
∑

i

s(qi)ri ≤ C (15)

Dk =

N
∑

i

i−1
∏

j

Pk(qj , rj)

(1− Pk(qi, ri))d(qi) (16)

log(Pk(qi, ri)) = Aks(qi)ri +Bk (17)

D0,k = min
Q,R

Dk (18)

P = max
k,Q,R

(D0,k −Dk) (19)

where N is the number of layers, qi is the i-th quality fac-

tor we use to compress the sequence, s(qi) is the resulting



compressed sequence length, rj is the RCPC coding rate for

the i-th layer; the sum of the length of all layers with chan-

nel protection should be less than the total channel capacity.

Pk(qj , rj) is the layer-error probability for the j-th layer

and k-th user; we approximate its value using a log-af£ne

function given in (17) (the channel SNR for the k-th user is

then hidden inside parameter Ak and Bk, which need to be

pre-estimated before optimization) [10]. d(q) is the decod-

ing distortion when using quality factor q. Q and R are the

quality factor vector (q1, q2, . . . , qN ) and the RCPC cod-

ing rate vector (r1, r2, . . . , rN ). (18) and (19) again de£ne

the joint source-channel optimization problem for a single

user and the minimax optimization problem for the entire

broadcasting system. They can similarly be solved using

gradient-descent-based algorithms.

3.4. 3D-SPIHT: Power Constrained

Unlike the previous three cases, this time we consider the

case where the total system transmission power is limited.

We employ 3D-SPIHT as the source coder and adjust the

transmission power for each bit in order to achieve unequal

protection. The transmission bit-power pro£le is shown in

Figure 11 and the transmission procedure can be described

as follows:

1 Raw video frames are £rst divided into groups of size

16 and compressed using the 3D-SPIHT video en-

coder; its rate-distortion curve is then estimated.

3D-SPIHT Compressed Video Bitstream

Transmission Energy Per Bit

Fig. 11. Power-Constrained System

2 The compressed video source stream is transmitted

with energy per bit optimized under the total energy

constraint.

The minimax optimization problem can be cast mathe-

matically as follows:

Ls
∑

j

ej ≤ Etotal (20)

pk(ej) = Q

(√

2ej
N0,k

)

(21)

Dk =

Ls
∏

j=1

(1− pk(ej))Dc +

Ls
∑

i=1





i−1
∏

j=1

(1− pk(ej))



 pk(ei) d(i) (22)

D0,k = min
E

Dk (23)

P = max
k,E

(D0,k −Dk) (24)

whereEtotal is the total limit on system transmission power,

pk(ej) is the transmission error probability for the jth bit

for the kth user, given bit energy ej and channel noiseN0,k;

Dk is the resulting distortion for the kth user; Ls is the total



number of bits and Dc is the distortion caused by source

compression. d(i) is essentially the rate-distortion curve for

the current video stream; it is the decoding distortion if the

ith bit is the £rst bit in error (we discard all bits after it);E is

the bit transmission power pro£le vector (e1, e2, . . . , eLs
).

D0,k is the expected optimal performance for the kth user,

which can be obtained by solving (23), and we obtain P ,

the maximum disappointment value for all users, by solving

(24).

We try to minimize P by £nding the optimal energy

allocation vector E (e1, e2, . . . , eLs
). This minimax op-

timization problem can be similarly solved by a gradient-

descent algorithm. Rate-control is not a concern in this case

since we always encode a group of frames as an entity and

do not start decoding until we receive the entire stream. This

entails an initial delay of one group of frames, which is ac-

ceptable in typical video-conferencing applications.

4. MINIMAX OPTIMIZATION

In this section we elaborate on the performance and conver-

gence issues of our algorithms used to solve the minimum

disappointment minimax [23] optimization problem. We fo-

cus on the case of a power-constrained system.

The standard minimax optimization problem with con-

straints can be stated as follows: Let fi(X), i ∈ [0 : N ], X =

(x1, . . . , xn) be functions de£ned and continuously differ-

entiable on some open set Ω′ ⊂ En; let Ω be a convex

closed (not necessarily bounded) subset of Ω′. The objec-

tive is to £nd a point X ∗ ∈ Ω such that

max
i∈[0:N ]

fi(X
∗) = inf

X∈Ω
max
i∈[0:N ]

fi(X)

Consider the function de£ned on Ω′

φ(X) = max
i∈[0:N ]

fi(X)

The problem we have set is precisely to minimze the func-

tion φ(X) on the set Ω. Also de£ne the following set R(X)

R(X) = {i ∈ [0 : N ] | fi(X) = φ(X)}

The necessary (and suf£cient for convex cost functions) con-

ditions for a minimax solution is stated in the following the-

orem:

Theorem 1 [23] A necessary condition for a pointX∗ ∈ Ω

to be a minimum point of φ(X) on Ω is that

inf
Z∈Ω

max
i∈R(X∗)

(

∂fi(X
∗)

∂X
,Z −X∗

)

= 0

If φ(X) is convex, this condition is also suf£cient, and the

point X∗ is called a stationary point of φ(X) on Ω.

Condition 1 is equivalent to the following theorem:

Theorem 2 [23] In order that φ(X) have a minimum on

En at a point X∗, it is necessary, and if φ(X) is convex,



also suf£cient that

inf
g∈Γ̄(X∗)

‖g‖=1

max
i∈R(X∗)

(

∂fi(X
∗)

∂X
, g

)

≥ 0

Theorem (1) and (2) essentially state that we can ap-

ply gradient-descent type algorithms to solve the minimax

optimization problem. Based on the above theorems, we

employ the £rst method of successive approximations [23]

(a direct generalization of the steepest-descent algorithm) to

solve the minimax optimization problem. For details of the

algorithm please see the Appendix. We discuss the convex-

ity of our φ(X) function in the following section.

4.1. Convexity of the Cost Function

The necessary and suf£cient conditions for a minimax solu-

tion stated in the previous section requires that the cost func-

tion φ(X) be convex, which is equivalent to the convexity

of fi(X), based on Theorem 3. Thus, it is of great interest to

investigate the convexity of fi(X) (in the following deriva-

tions we treat concavity as equivalent to convexity since it

can be corrected by a simple change of sign.) In showing

fi(X) is convex, we also prove that the joint source-channel

optimization problem for a single user class has a convex

cost function, and thus various gradient-descent algorithms

can be used with a guarantee of convergence to a global

minimum.

Theorem 3 [23] Let Ω be a convex set. If all fi(X) are

convex on Ω, then φ(X) is also convex on Ω.

We make the following observations:

1. The rate-distortion functions for both the Motion-SPIHT

and the 3D-SPIHT encoders are continuous, mono-

tonic, and convex. This is not strictly true in a real

situation, but it is a reasonable assumption to make.

2. The error probability versus bit-energy function of an

AWGN channel is expressed by the Q function.

We revisit the mathematical expression for our optimiza-

tion problem and relate it with the minimax optimization

theorems:

Dk =

Ls
∏

j=1

(1− pk(ej))Dc +

Ls
∑

i=1





i−1
∏

j=1

(1− pk(ej))



 pk(ei) d(i) (25)

fk(E) = D0,k −Dk, E = (e1, e2, . . . , eLs
) (26)

φ(E) = J = max
k,E

(D0,k −Dk) (27)

Based on assumptions 1 and 2, both the Q function and

d(i) are continuous, twice differentiable functions. We show

thatDk is a convex function by £rst calculating the gradient

of the distortion Dk with regard to the l-th energy factor el:



∂Dk

∂el
= −Dc

∂pk(el)

el

Ls
∏

j=1,j 6=l

[1− pk(ej)]

+d(l)
∂pk(el)

∂el

l−1
∏

j=1

[1− pk(ej)]

−
Ls
∑

i>l







∂pk(el)

∂el

i−1
∏

j=1,j 6=l

[1− pk(ej)]







pk(ei)d(i) (28)

=
∂pk(el)

∂el

{

−
Ls
∏

j=1,j 6=l

[1− pk(ej)]Dc

+

l−1
∏

j=1

(1− pk(ej))d(l)

−
Ls
∑

i>l





i−1
∏

j=1,j 6=l

(1− pk(ej))



 pk(ei)d(i)

}

(29)

Denote the item in the braces as A (note that A does not

depend on el) and take the second-order derivative and we

get:

∂2Dk

∂e2l
=
∂2pk(el)

∂2el
A (30)

so the convexity ofDk is determined by convexity of pk(el).

We next observe the following:

pk(ej) = Q

(√

2ej
N0,k

)

(31)

∂pk(ej)

∂ej
=

1√
2πN0

e−
ej
N0 ej

− 1
2 (32)

∂2pk(ej)

∂ej2
=

1√
2πN0

e−
ej
N0 ej

− 1
2

(

− 1

N0
− 1

2ej

)

(33)

We note that the second derivative of pk(ej) is always neg-

ative when ej is positive, thus pk(ej) is convex over this

region, and so is Dk. Following Theorem 3, φ(E) = J is

thus convex.

4.2. Simpli£cation of the Optimization Problem

In the power-constrained case, since we are optimizing with

regard to each bit, the size of the optimization problem can

become relatively large when we have a large number of

bits to transmit. To reduce the computational complexity,

we can make the following two simpli£cations.

The £rst simpli£cation comes from an observation dur-

ing simulation. We observe that when we have a reason-

able number of user classes (more than seven), with chan-

nel SNRs relatively spread out, the optimal energy alloca-

tion vector for the minimax optimization problem is approx-

imately a linear combination of all the optimal energy allo-

cation vectors for the joint source-channel coding problem

for each individual user class. Thus, we can reduce the di-

mension of the problem down to less than 10 variables by

solving for the linear scaling factors. This signi£cantly re-

duces computational complexity.

For the second simpli£cation, instead of adjusting the

transmission power for each bit, we group bits into blocks

and adjust the transmission power on a block basis. Using

blocks of bits means a lesser computational load but possi-

bly larger minimax disappointment since we have lost part

of the ¤exibility to adjust. A reasonable block size is essen-

tial to the system performance (a typical value could be 8,



for a byte). Furthermore, we need to show that the cost func-

tion is still convex. Assuming a block size of N , we make

the following modi£cations to the original expressions:

LB =

⌊

Ls

N

⌋

(34)

Pk(ej) =

N
∑

i=1

(

N

i

)

pk(ej)
i

(1− pk(ej))(N−i) (35)

Dk =

LB
∏

j=1

(1− Pk(ej))Dc +

LB
∑

i=1





i−1
∏

j=1

(1− Pk(ej))





Pk(ei) d(iN) (36)

where N is the bit-block size, LB is the total number of

blocks, Pk(ej) is the block transmission error probability if

each bit inside this block is transmitted with power ej (we

assume that the total block is lost if even a single bit is in

error and ignore the location of the error).

Similarly, we can show that the convexity of the cost

function depends on the convexity of Pk(ej). We can cal-

culate the second derivative of Pk(ej) as follows:

∂Pk(ej)

∂ej
= N

∂pk(ej)

∂ej
(1− pk(ej))N−1 (37)

∂2Pk(ej)

∂ej2
= N(1− pk(ej))N−2

(

∂2pk(ej)

∂ej2

− (N − 1)(
∂pk(ej)

∂ej
)2
)

(38)

∂2pk(ej)

∂ej2
< 0 (39)

thus we conclude that the second derivative of Pk(ej) is al-

ways negative, so the cost function remains convex.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the use of minimax disappointment

criteria and compare systerm performances, we choose to

use the same set of simulation parameters for all four simu-

lation systems:

1. Simulation sequence: fast-motion football test sequence

cropped to QCIF format.

2. Simulation channel: AWGN channels with SNRs rang-

ing from 1dB to 9dB.

3. Number of user classes: 5 classes evenly spread out

in the entire SNR range.

The last example is different from the previous three be-

cause it uses an energy-varying transmission with a power

constraint instead of a rate-constraint. For this case we can-

not directly compare its performance with the other three

cases.
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Motion−SPIHT and RCPC: Minimax Disappointment Optimized
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MD Optimized

Fig. 12. Simulation results for a Minimax-Disappointment
optimized system with £ve user classes in a rate-constrained
situation, using Motion-SPIHT source coder and RCPC
channel coder with 9 available protection rates

In order to adapt to the human visual system character-

istics, we also elect to calculate minimax disappointment

using the log-scale PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio).

5.1. Motion-SPIHT and RCPC

To test the Motion-SPIHT-RCPC simulation system, the broad-

casting station transmits the test sequence using the opti-

mized system parameters with nine available RCPC protec-

tion rates. At the decoder end, a constant decode buffer size

of approximately 1 bit/pixel is used. Simulation results are

shown in Figure 12.

From Figure 12 we observe that the received perfor-

mance for all users of our MD-optimized system is roughly

the same distance from their individual expected best per-

formance; in other words, they experience the same level of

disappointment, whereas in the other system con£gurations

optimized toward one singel user class, one or more users
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3D−SPIHT and RCPC: Minimax Disappointment Optimized

JSCC Optimized
SNR = 1dB
SNR = 3dB
SNR = 5dB
SNR = 7dB
SNR = 9dB
MD Optimized

Fig. 13. Simulation results for a Minimax-Disappointment
optimized system for £ve user classes in a channel-capacity-
constrained situation, using 3D-SPIHT source coder and
RCPC channel coder with 9 available rates.

are invariably highly disappointed; i.e, their received perfor-

mance is far below their best expectation. Thus, our system

does give the optimal performance in terms of the minimax

disappointment criterion, achieving a minimax disappoint-

ment of 0.6703 dB.

5.2. 3D-SPIHT and RCPC

In the case of 3D-SPIHT with RCPC simulation, the re-

sult (shown in Figure 13) is quite similar with the previous

case. We again observe that systems designed for individual

user class suffer from great disappointment values for other

users, and the minimax disappointment optimized system

gives each user class approximately the same level of per-

formance degradation (0.82 dB).
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Layered H.263 and RCPC: Minimax Disappointment Optimized

JSCC Optimized
SNR = 1dB
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Fig. 14. Simulation results for a Minimax-Disappointment
optimized system for £ve user classes in a channel-capacity-
constrained situation, using layered-H.263 source coder and
RCPC channel coder with 9 available rates.

5.3. Layered-H.263 and RCPC

In the case of layered-H.263 with RCPC, we use the same

simulation sequence and RCPC codes as before; the re-

sult is shown in Figure 14. In this case, we observe that

not only the amount of disappointment experienced by each

user varies, but also the level of maximum disappointment

in the system is much greater (almost 2.4 dB) than the pre-

vious cases. This behavior is expected because of the in-

ef£ciency of retransmitting the coarse information in every

layer.

5.4. 3D-SPIHT and Energy Adjustment

To demonstrate the generality of the minimax disappoint-

ment criterion, we take an alternative approach by using the

3D-SPIHT-Energy simulation system. We similarly make

the assumption that we have £ve classes of users mapped to

different SNR levels of AWGN channels, and the transmis-
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3D−SPIHT and Bit Power Adjusting: Minimax Disappointment Optimized

JSCC Optimal
SNR = 1dB
SNR = 3dB
SNR = 5dB
SNR = 7dB
SNR = 9dB
MD Optimized

Fig. 15. Simulation results for a Minimax-Disappointment
optimized system toward £ve user classes in a transmission-
power-constrained situation, using 3d-SPIHT source coder
and a bit-power-adjustable transmission scheme

sion system can adjust the power for each bit. A total power

constraint of Etotal is also assumed. Simulation results are

shown in Figure 15.

From the plot we again observe that all users experience

approximately the same level of disappointment in our MD-

optimized system, while using a transmission bit-energy pro-

£le optimized for any single user leads to one or more highly

disappointed users. Our system achieves a minimax disap-

pointment of 0.9831 dB.

5.5. Result Comparison

Comparing the result for Motion-SPIHT, 3D-SPIHT and layered-

H.263 under the capacity constrained situation, we can see

that for any individual user, using layered-H.263 with JSCC

actually gives a higher absolute performance because of the

H.263 encoder’s much greater coding ef£ciency. However,

the minimax disappointment for layered-H.263 is much higher



because its lack of progressive property makes unequal-error-

protection dif£cult and inef£cient. This example illustrates

that the minimax disappointment approach can be applied

with success both to progressive and non-progressive video

source coders, but that a highly-progressive coder is needed

to maximally exploit the potential of minimax disappoint-

ment broadcasting.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Video broadcasting systems have always been in need of an

intelligent and meaningful performance criterion that sup-

ports a desirable trade-off between multiple classes of users

and remains tractable. The maximum value of the devia-

tion between received performance and expected best per-

formance for each user introduced in this paper largely sat-

is£es this need. It is a fair criterion toward all users, and

theoretically appealing because it falls into the minimax op-

timization framework. We observe that little penalty is paid

for layered service levels using progressive source coders;

our simulation showed less than one dB of performance loss

for £ve user classes. Although we proposed the minimax

disappointment criterion based on video transmission and

the joint source-channel matching principle, we believe that

it is limited to neither and can be used as a universal broad-

casting performance criterion.

The minimax disappointment optimization achieves al-

most equal disappointment for multiple classes of users,

each corresponding to a particular received SNR. However,

minimax disappointment is not guaranteed for SNRs be-

tween these levels. A smoother distribution of disappoint-

ment vs. SNR can be achieved by increasing the number

of user classes, and arbitrary precision can be obtained by

introducing a suf£ciently large number of user classes. A

gradient-based algorithm effectively £nds the optimal oper-

ating parameters.

7. APPENDIX: THE FIRST METHOD OF

SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS

In this section we discuss very brie¤y the £rst method of

successive approximation for solving discrete minimax op-

timization problems. Instead of explaining the details of

how the algorithm is applied to our problem, we introduce

the fundamental algorithm itself to be conceptually clearer.

For more details, please refer to [23].

We start by £rst introducing the following notations (def-

inition of φ(X), fi(X) and g are as before):

Rε(X) = {i | φ(X)− fi(X) ≤ ε}, ε ≥ 0

ψε(X) = min
‖g‖=1

max
i∈Rε(X)

(

∂fi(X)

∂X
, g

)

We also de£ne ε-stationary point X ∗
ε and ε-steepest de-

scent direction gε(X) as follows:



De£nition 1 A point X ∗ ∈ En for which

ψε(X
∗) ≥ 0

is known as an ε-stationary point of ψ(X).

De£nition 2 A vector gε(X̄), ‖gε(X̄)‖ = 1, is known as a

direction of ε-steepest descent of φ(X) at the point X̄ if

max
i∈Rε(X̄)

(

∂fi(X̄)

∂X
, gε(X̄)

)

= ψε(X̄)

The £rst method of successive approximations can now

be described by the following procedure:

1. We £x two parameters ε0 > 0 and ρ0 > 0, take ran-

dom initial approximation X0.

2. Suppose we found k-th approximationXk, ifψ(Xk) <

0, then we check sequence εν = ε0/2
ν and £nd the

£rst ν such that

ψεν (Xk) ≤ −
ρ0
ε0
εν

3. Set gk = gεk(Xk), the ε-steepest descent direction

and update Xk as

φ(Xk(αk)) = min
α∈[0:∞]

φ(Xk(α)) (40)

Xk+1 = Xk(αk) = Xk + αkgk (41)

4. Iterate until convergence occurs.

Note that this algorithm guarantees convergence to a lo-

cal minimum if φ(X) is convex.
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